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Cycling Madness.inBoise:
Thek,
The
TheRace
by Marianne FlaggITt~·Sxv ~" threateningrain. The promise of a
' '. '.. • downpour is met with only a
'.. : . s~~~i~1~~ei~:~tri~eS~~f~I
The sky's color shifts dramatically
throughout, the morning ..
The wind chums around in all directions
like some sort of atmospheric Cuisinart.
About lOQcyclists gather in the parking
lot of the Highlands Elementary School
and all of them, at one moment or another,
.; Continued topaget- . A lone bicyclist slowly works his Way up hill on the bottomhalf of the Bogus Basin Hill Climb .
The Dark Horse, . .. '. . . . . '. " ..
.Mayor?
Boise's Maverick Candidate
by Janice Pavlic
7 ~ NORTHODOX' AND REFRESHING
11-'--, •.-,.B',,1 are two words that typify Don
.- .' " Brannen.: mayoral candidate.
This concerned, soft-spoken
'-----'-'_--'maverick is frustrated with
Boise's current political scene and vows to
put forth his best effort toward change by
running. an .•all-out .campaign . to ' beat
candidates Kelly Pierce, Paul Buser, and
incumbent Dick Eardley. .
Don Brannen i~ not a slickpolltlcian,
His stands are controversiakhis interviews
spontaneous.. He aims; for no middle-of-
the-road popularity contest and his greatest .
conviction is to be the citizen's advocate;
World Tour
... Brannen,SO,wasbornin 1931 in West
VirgWa and raised .in .Hawaii, where' he
earned his high school equivalency diploma
in 1954. He served a 20'year hitch in the
,UnitedState5·Air-.Force'1iY~1l,g.·, in the'
Phillipines, New York State; Japan, New
Jersey and South Vietnam. As a preventive
medicine, technician.' with a .chemical,
biological and radiological background he
worked mainly in the area of industrial
hygiene," .
In 1965 he was awarded Iibronze star for
. obtaining from the Army $8000.00 worth
of Malathion, unavailable to theAir Force.
11t~ pesticide isuseclto killl1loS9irltos
which were spreading malaria in epidemic
proportions near his air 'baseIn Vietnam.'
He horsetraded to get the Jour month-
supplyofMaIathionthatcoul~'tbe g~ott~n
"thrQugh normal supply channels.'
After retiring frorntheAir Force ~oBoise
ContinuetJ,topagelO •
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-AMERICAN EXPRESS HOMECOMING
FILM FESTIVAL
SPONSORED BY STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Free Admission, Showings lZ·Noon,
BSU, SUB , Boisean Lounge
J.,.,;FJl FAMIL Y, GAME ROOM
~ tHIS AD GOOD FOR.:~I'I~~.' ./// TWO FREETOKE~S
'& J3;!~r;-), Video. Games Pinball
{'iI:' 4;;' /t":/ 3065M. Cole Rd.-
:;'\',l~~,~1lL(", In ~vergreen Plaza
1~ : -.~.~I:-\;·..,.,"~·:'(,Af\!{
Free T..Shirts American
to' first Express
25 people applications
at showin available
Don't leave school without it 'at door.
House
of Usher
The Pit and
the Pendulum
'Wed & Thur
October 7&8
I'
Monday '& Tuesday
October 5 & 6
BI\ASS LAMP VISTA ~STA PEACE CORPS
Proudly Announces
EVERY WEDNESDAY MIGHT IS
GIGGLE HIGHT &~~~~~LL
S,~.00 Pitchers! Si .00 off ell Pizzas
The evening"s cinema presentation is Airplanel
. This week"s Dig ScreenCinema schedule:
Thurl0/l Tues 10/6 Wed 10/7Mon 10/5Frll0/2 Set 101~ Sun 10/4
Ask for selection. from our
film end eports library,
BSU vs EKU for exampl.,
Classic Night 7:00 Monday 8:00 Cosmos 8:00 Ollp and
8:00 Bugs Bunny,' NlglllFootball 9:00 Superman Dale
9:00 Casablanca r 1~:00 Dirty Harry 9:00 Alrplanel'''' /;:;:=============================.:
v
All This And LessANDAD LAYOUT
" Less hunger and sickness. Less illiteracy. Less poverty and
P,.OSIT.IONS
ignorance. Less intolerance and strife. Less ora lotof things th?'
, :the world doesn't need. That's why we need more Peace Corps
volunteers. Talk to our representatives and find out how, where,
and why. Peace Corps. The toughest job you'll ever love. 'oP.EN FILM SEMINAR: Tu.,. OCt. 13 INFORMATION: OCt. 13-15 INTERVIEWS: Sign up In advanco
N-.. 1:30 pm 9 em- 2 pm' -<:ar_ & Financial 5e<vk:oo "i'DJII-----~--..JNez Perce Room, SUB SUB Lobby 117 Admlnlstr.Uon Building
APPLY AT THE'
UNIVERSITY NEWS
APPLY NOW FOR OPENINGS BEGINNING IN
THE NEXT 3-13 MONTHS I
Slipyou~self ..
.' a Mickey's
_. ! ~_ 0. HtlL.IIIA" IAIW'INQ COWAHY. INC.. LA CRQlU, wtlCOfrWN AND~1A QT1U
.' ..
, ,
Big Mouth from
Miclley'5 Malt ,liquor
10378 OVERLANDRD. 376-5001
IN 5 MILE PlAZA SHOPPING em.
Camelot done in a funhouse.-CS5-TV .'
A ,crazy movie.
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News--
Real
lcoholAtBSU.
y Meg Fereday
b Pacific that he and Smith had purchased two''siJt~packs of beer before climbing the nght.towers. Smith was a pre-law student at
BSU.
Lund and Mary Lou Virgil commented on
the tragedy.
Lund responded that the death was a '
"real tragedy."
"I don't know what. those guys were
thinking--but had there been somewhere to
go and drink on campus .maybe the tragedy
would not have happened." Lund said that
through the Alcohol Awareness program
the school can at least help to cutdown on
alcohol abuse.
"The death on' campus may have been,
avoided if drinking on campus was
allowed," Virgil said, adding that although
drinking is allowed in dorm room, it isn't
allowed in dormitory lounges, where
students congregate. According to Virgil, a
student wanting to drink alcohol on
campus is "restricted to drink in a cage."
"Considering the rising costs we
(students) are facing at this time, we've got
to find some way to make education
affordable," Virgil said. She said that there
is no insurance against the State Board of
Education raising fees every year, nor is
there any way of knowing when and how
.much the Idaho Legislature' could raise
in-state tuition.
. Encouraging students to drink in an
'1cceptablemanner is another goal shared by
both the Alcohol Awareness Program and
'the campaign to allow alcohol on campus.
The News asked the groups whether
availability of a pleasant pub or weekend
beer garden on campus could help decrease
the incidence of' alcohol related deaths.
Such a tragedy occurred last Wednesday,
September 23. Richard K. Smith, 19,
slipped while descending from his perch on
the BSU stadium light tower, and plunged
to his death on the parking lot below.
According to. an Idaho Statesman article,
Smith's companion, John Parton, 20:said
Two separate alcohol groups have
joined forces in an effort to bring about a
change in the use of alcohol by BSU
students on campus. ,
The BSU Alcohol Awareness program,
whose purpose, is to promote responsible
drinking, headed by ASBSU Senator Helen
Holt, joined Tuesday with the ASBSU in a
statewide student campaign to allow
controlled alcohol use on Idaho's university
campuses. The ASBSU effort directed by
StudentBodyPresident Tony Lund hopes
to both promote the wise use of alcohol,
and make alcoholic beverages available on .
campus.
The campaign arose from a resolution
passed by the Associated Students of
Idaho, (AS I) a four campus student
government coalition. The resolution asks
that the Idaho State Board of Education
allow the president of each university to set
individual campus policies for the use of -
alcoholic' beverages.
To date, only 'the board may set the
policy of alcohol use on campus. Alcoholic
beverages are prohibited on campus, except
in dormitory rooms and residence halls.
Plans to launch an all-out lobbying
campaign (paid for by the Alcohol
Awareness Program) will begin at BSU
Monday, with the hopes of changing the
Idaho State Board of Education's alcohol
policy. The board votes whether to take
action on the resolution at their December
meeting in-Lewiston.
As for the chances of success for the ASI
proposal, Lund wagers that the odds the
Board says yes are 50-50.
"It's going to be tooth and nails all the
way" Lund said. Due to this being an
election year, State Board members may be
reluctant to jeopardize their posts by voting
for an issue as controversial as alcohol use
on campus. " .,'
"But on the other hand, we're strapped
for funds. And we are already receiving.
liquor tax revenue for the education fund. I
can't see that this is any different." Lund
argued. ' .
The primary reason ASBSU is pushing
alcohol on campus is the revenue that
on-campus liquor sales would. generate ..
According to Lund. Holt and Mary Lou
Virgil, head of the ASBSU personnel
selection committee who is also involved
with, the alcohol on campus movement,
alcohol sales revenue could conceivably pay
for student fees that go to athletics or to the
Student Union Building.
The Construction Management Association,is currently repairing and relocating a
group of solar panels and solar experimental instruments that hav« been located on the
roof of the science building. After repair, work, is completed, the equipment will be
installed on the roof of the Science/education building. plans include construction of a
rotating platform and a hot and cold running water system. The panels and instruments
will be used by freshman energy classes and upper-division physics classes to test collectoi
efficiency, effects of tracking and methods of construction. ,
News
Service
REAGANSETTOOKAYMX, B-1
. The New York Daily News say] President
Reagan has made uphis mind to go ahead
with Doth the MX Missile and the B-1
Bomber. The paper, citing administration
sources, says Reagan will shortly announce
the deployment 'of a hundred MxMissiles
hidden in a thousand silos in the desert near
Las Vegas. At the same time, the President
is expected to give the green light to buying
between 50 and a hundred B-1'so-at a cost
of 200 million dollars each-while research
proceeds on the so-called "Stealth"
Bomber. New York Daily News,
September 16.
POSTMAKESBOOK, ,
At the end of this month, 13 billion
dollars' worth of securities will enter the
Civil Service Retirement Fund, a routine
government procedure that will put the
national debt close to a record one trillion
dollars. In honor of the event, the'
Washington Post is running a contest to see
who can pick the exact day. Entries must
indicate the day the national debt reaches
the magic 13-digit mark and how. large the
contestant thinks the debt will be at the end
of business on that milestone day--to the
nearest million dollars. The winner will
have his or her picture in the Post, plus a
free lunch and what's termed as
"minimally valuable prizes." The paper's
employees are not eligible to compete-and
neither are Treasury Department workers.
Washington Post, September 22. .
PLAINSSPEAKING
{
I
\
\"
FormerPresident Carter may look like
he's keeping a low profile, but privately
he's been sending out his own newsletter to
former aides and cabinet officials,
slamming the new regime in Washington.
In the September 17th issue Carter
criticized the Reagan Administration for
what he called "a latent tinge of prejudice"
against poor people. "It is easy," he said,
."for the rich and secure to stigmatize those
who accept 'handouts.' "
QUALITY OF LIFE"
Wages, Wages, WagesPollsters have made their mark-onpolitics, now they're invading thepublishing industry. LIFE magazine nolonger permits editors to select a cover
story--instead the decision is made DYa -
polling firm, which asks selected people on
the street to choose between possilbe
covers. But the idea isn't foolproof: the
pollsters recently gave their blessing to a
coverfeaturing actress Meryl Streep--even The system for paying monetary evidenced at KBSU this summer. Marla
though the editors didn't have a story to go compensation to students involved in Leggett, acting general manager hired Carl
with it. Columbia Hournalism Review. ASBSU activities has always been complex. Sheider as programs director on August 31.
Chicago Tribune, September 9. This summer and fall the inherent He was not a student when hired. .
THEFAMILYTHATPLAYSTOGETHER difficulties of that system has caused much Sheider sought an ASBSU service award
confusion at the.ASBSU. at the time,but according to ASBSU Senate
Feel free to relax, now that the vacation Inan unprecedented action, Brian Harm,' .Act 24, -the recipient of a" service award
season is behind you. A Chicago child director of the StugentPrograms Board, must be a' student at BSU.>Regardless,
psychiatrist says if you're like many people, received a 10070 commission from profits of Sheider was awarded $500 which he used to
you need a rest, after spendingtoo much . this summer's SPB Charlie Daniels Band pay registration fees, whereby he became
time with the family. Dr. Sheldon Feinstein concert. 'The profits were nearly .$2500, an official student.
says family problems and tensions surface therefore Harm received $250. Also; according to ASBSU Senate Act
during tongvacations, and if you really Harm had already been paid an ASBSU 24,' a' service. award is paid for work
want to rest, take a couple: of days off-by service award of $250 for his duties as SPB previously' rendered. However, .Sheider's
yourself. Toronto Star,September 12. director. service award' was granted-In advance,"
UB!!,RQjE~Z!!HN!:iE!l:V~J.T.QOC!R5,lUB~IC~:=--''''!'Nl:!.!.YE~T~'_';---:-.-:-------i Steve' Dingman, 'BSU coordinator' for for work yet to be performed' in September.
Rubie's Cube is billed as the puzzle that student .activities, said payment in AS'BSU treasurer, Tracy Lefteroff, and
can drive you crazy. Well, the Russians say commissions was uncommon for the SPB.· Sheider brought these' considerations to a
it already has, The Soviet newspaper Harm said that paying commissions had senate caucus. With a few objections, the
Izvestia says the game is responsible for a been informally discussed by the ASBSU senate approved payment of the -service
"New psychosis," among bored . 'senate last year. "The, senate is working on •. ,award. Senator Wiench said, "The intent
Americans. And maybe they should call it a profit-sharing thing for the entire (of.a service awiud) is so students can go to
reagan's Cube, since--says the programs board," 'he said. school."$enator Deanna Gibler disagreed
newspaper--" It reflects the philosophy of Senator Patrick Wiench approved of the with the procedures and said; "We pick
the Reagan Admirustration--tobuil!l and . commissi()Il saying, "The AmericaIl sys.tem andchoose what we (the senate) are ,going
destroy aimlessly in a futile searchfor a runs on incentive." .• , ,,'
solution to the world situation." 'Regulatory confusion" was further
by TOln Fish
Meanwhile .last summer, former KBSU
General Manager, Tom Irons, hired
non-student Sam Zambito as the, station's
marketing director. -Irons paid Zambito
with a service 'award,but as with Sheider,
only students .can receive service awards.
At the September 16 Senate meeting" the -
senate voted to pay Zambito two months'
salary out of the'ASBSU 'reserve account.
One month's salary was to bereturned to
.the service award fund for funds already
taken from that account. Zambito finds no '
fault, he said, "A check was drawn on the
wrong account-a lot of confusion. I think
it was an honest mistake. "Senator Wiench
said, "You got to pay somebody for work
done.'" .'
Zambito said that he did not know how
he was being paid nor that he had to be a
.student. Heisald, "I'm nor involved in
bookkeeping arrangements. ", Cerise-
quently, ASBSU treasurer Lefteroff
refused to pay Zambito out oftheAS~SU
sel)'ice aW/.lfdaccount.. .,' . "",,' I
.. '?ambito said that a special contractual,.
arrangement for 'non-students should., ~e
made.' ' .'
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The University News is
published weekly by the
students of Boise State
University. Contributions
and advertising are solicited;
, the editors reserve all rights:
Offices are located on the
, 2nd floor of the SUB. Hours
8:30 to 5:00Monday through
Friday. 385-1464.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Get a full year of The .
University News for $6,
.delivered to your door by an
agent of the U.S. . '
Government to boot. Allow
that agent two weeks to
deliver The University News,
1910 University Dr. Boise, ID,
83725.
. Name:
J.
Address:
ZipCity:
UnitarianS registration to Oregon State
University, Endeavors for Excel-
lence, Continuing Education
building, Corvallis, Oregon
97331 (S03)7S4-2677. • • "
Pen Pals
Anyone that wduld 'be, inter-
ested in providing volunteer
services for prisoners of the
Islamic faith, please write
Mahmoud Rasheed, #1,7181, Unit
13, P.O. Box 14, Boise, Idahoho
83707 or Chaplain Don Stephan, '
Director of VolllJ1teer Services,
Idaho State Correctional Institu-
tion, P.O. Box 7309, Boise, Idaho
83707; phone 336-0740 ext. 348 ...
. Frank Church
Idaho's Frank Church will'
be a featured speaker at American
Mizrachi Women's Convention
'8I-Phase II, to be held November
1-3 at Grossinger's Hotel, Gros-
singer, New, York. Church will
receive the AMW America-Israel'
Friendship Award," presented by
the. women's religious Zionist
organization to Americans not of
the Jewish faith who have made
,an outstanding contribution to the
traditional American bond, with
Israel. Previous recipients of the
award include Sen. DanielPatriek
Moynihan, Bayard Rustin and
Hon. Joseph J. Sisco ...
,9ontinue.d to page 5-
UNLINED
DENIM
JACKETS
. List 27.95, I~""~
A great varfety of '
handsome plaids-all or a
warm, comfortable pure
cotton fabric. Ideal for
school, hunti-ng and
casuabl wear.
"POWDER
PULLOVER';
OR.
"POWDER ZIP"
JACKETS
. Reg. to 37.95
$29.95
In a wfde_array of color
combinations, you'll
choose from pullover
style with front pocket
and1/2-zipper and two
pockets. Both have knft
cuffs and collar, pIus
jJoly-cotton shell. #9911, '
'9913. .'
Women inTransition
Starting October 7,onWednes-
days from 11:40 to 1:30, the
Unitarian-Universalist two penny
discussions will chat about.
authors the likes of Ralph Waldo
Emerson and Susan B. Anthony.
This Wednesday, October 7,
Armida Alexander "Leaks in the
Sacred Canopy" is featured, and
short excursis into the thought of
,Peter L. Berger also will
accompany the lunch and discus-
sion. No proselytizing, arm
twisting, .or fund raising, but
bring your 2 cents worth for the
discussion. . .
A workshop, "Women in
Transition: .The New Manager"
will be held on Thursday,
November 12th from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. at the Red Lion
Riverside Inn, 29th and Chinden
Blvd. This' workshop presents
those aspects of managing .which
are unique to the woman manager
'or supervisor. Fee rates are $60
for each participant. Specialrates
for four or more from the same
firm, agency, or institution are
$SS per person. Deadlines for
registration and cancellation re-
fund are October 5, 1981. Mail
"CALIFORNIA
STRAIGHT"
FASHION JEANS
FQI;l LADI ES
List 28.00
It's a Western
classlc-wtth authentlc
metal buttons; two front
pockets and durable
cotton denim fabric.
Choose from washed or
unwashed styles.
JZ/, The best-fi.'ttf~g .fashfon
/i~i jeans you'll find
1/ anywhere! "eatifornfa
1'/ , Strafghts" are made
,;' I from a pre-shrunk
I heavywefght cotton
denim fabric-end
tailored for the trtmmest
fit possible.Wfth
famous flve pocket
design in sizes 3-13.
CANVAS
HIKING BOOTS
FOR MEN
AND BOYS
Reg. 18.95
S~5.88
They're great for hfkfng, f(shfng,-
hunting or school! F~turing. rugged
canvas uppers and high-traction lug
soles. In men's and boys' slzes. 680 C
681C. ..'
]\A' ~~:country
MEN'S List 9.95
FLANNEL
SHIRTS 56.88
'BOISE;'5804 Falrvl.wBOISE-2i9Maln
NAMPA- i03i Nampa.(aldweII'Blvd.
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'Pain Relief
A workshop about pain relief
will be held Oct. 5 from 7:30 a.m,
to 5 p.m, in McQeary Audito-
rium at St. Alphonsus Hospital in
Boise.
Nurses interested in partici-
pating should pay the $20
pre-registration fee no later than
Oct. 1; late registrants will be
accepted at the door.' as space
permits.
.The workshop will be con-
ducted by Margo McCaffery, who
conducts pain relief Programs
throughout the United States and
'Canada.
The program's focus is how the
nurse can help patients with pain
by use of specific pain relief
measures which the nurse can use
with patients of all ages not only
with medications, but also in
.addition to' medication. ","
Send registration fees to Con-
tinuing Education Project, De,
partment of Nursing, 1910 Uni-
versity Drive, Boise, Idaho
83725... '
Business School
William Agee will be the
featured speaker at Boise State
University's business alumni day
Oct. 9.
Agee, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of the Bendix
,Corporation, is a returning
alumnus of Boise Junior College.
Agee received his A.A. degree
from BJC in 1958.
Joining Agee will be John.
Medlin, associate professor of
accounting, and Dr.: John
Mitchell, professor of economics.
Medlin will speak on the impact
of the Economic Recovery Tax
Act of 1981, and Mitchell will talk
about the implications of Presi-
dent Reagan's economic policy.
The business school alumni day
will be held in conjunction with
BSU Homecoming Week, said
Dr. Thomas Stitzel, Dean of the
School of Business. '
Alumni day will also feature
BSU film highlights, campus
tours and a no-host cocktail hour
at the Red Lion Riverside
followed by the alumni dance that
evening. '
For further, information, busi-
ness school alumni should contact
Mary Smith, 385-1125 ...
Solar Greenhouses
A solar greenhouse design and
construction workshop is planned
at the Boise State .University
Vocational- Technical School
Monday and Wednesday evenings
Oct. 5 through Nov. 11.
The workshop is open to the
public at a cost of $65 per person.
For further information about'
the solar greenhouse workshop,
contact Nicholas Cimino at
334-3815 ...
Tr.lman Scholarship
Apply now for the .Harry S.
Truman Scholarship. The scholar-
ship is awarded on the basis of
merit to students who will be
college juniors in the forthcoming
academic, year and, who have an
outstanding potential for leader-,
ship in any phase of government.
Each scholarship covers eligible
expenses of tuition, fees, books,
and room and board, ,to· a
maximtiIh'or S5,OOOannually for "
up to four years. To apply,
contact William, Mech, Library
4080, ,385-1122. Deadline:, Nov-
ember 9, 1981; ..
o(Boise black citlzensto become
part of the public record,
Oliver said the black church
with the kinship it facilitated had
supported and, perhaps, even
made possible black people's
survival in Boise.
Oliver plans to research both
the ways in which the church and
kinship networks influenced black
lives, and to find' the cultural
legacies, which would exist in such
psychological and social, support
and survival networks.
Oliver will conclude her re-
search with a public program at
St. Paul Church; consisting of
three components--a public
,forum, a slide-tape- presentation
,and an educational packet. . .
''>~~RO::,
The A1terin~iive 'Erlfi1gy Re-'
sources Organization {AERO) .is
sponsoring the' Northern Great
Plains Wind Conference' in
Billings, .Montana; ;-S.a~urday,
October 24th, 198tTlteconfer-
ence will cover wind 'energy
economics, wind machine oper-
ation, types and characteristics of
wind powered electricity gener-
ators, and wind' power site
analysis and wind monitoring.
To register, or for more
information, write to AERO at
424 Stapleton Building,' Billings,
Montana, 59101, or call (406)259-
1958. Fees are $35 before Oct. 16,
an extra $10 will be charged after
this date. Fee includes lunch ...
St. Paul Church
Boise State University professor
of social work Dr. Mamie Oliver
'has' been awarded an $11,000
grant from the Association for the
Humanities in Idaho to study the
St. Paul Missionary, Baptist
Church, theonly church in Boise
with a predominantly black
population. '
"Black individuals and families
'have been living in Boise for more
than one hundred years .... Oliver
said, "yet there have been Jew
attempts to look comprehensively
at this historical and cultural part
of Boise."
Oliver's project has three
goals-to provide an avenue for
both intellectual understanding
and appreciation of the, struc-
tures, functions and humanistic
values found in black culture; to
foster the recognition of black
cultural' legacies in ' order ,to
enhance respect for other Idaho
ethnic and cultural heritages; and
to contribute historical documen-.
tationabout the lives and cultures
The Rhodes Scholars are
selected on the basis of literary
and. scholastic ability and attain-
ments, character, leadership and
physical vigor.
They must be unmarried and
between the ages of 18-24, and
have enough academic credits to.
receive a bachelor's degree before
October, 1982...
BSU Visitor Parking
BSU'Visitoq,arking is for BSU
visitors only. Decal parking is
only permitted in visitor spaces
with a currect handicap decal or a
reserve decal of the same lot
designation. Liberal Arts reserve
space holders .may park in the
Library; or .,Admm'istratio~, Lot
visitor spaces, when their' space is
taken. Violators will be ticketed
and or towed away. A 30 minute
limit is in effect in all visitor
zones. Special parking permits are
available at the Parking Control
Office, Room 118, in the ,
,Administration Building. . .
Rhodes ScholarshipS
- .
BSU students interested in
applying.for the Rhodes Scholar-
ship should submit applications to
Honors Program director William
P. Mech by Oct. 5 in room 408 of
the Library, telephone 385-1122.
,If you think "pads and rollers"are
,_ iust IICalifornia craze,
you're not ready for New Memorex.
Pads-and rollers are key com- ,'
ponents of a cassette's tape
transport system,
This system guides the tape
past your deck's tape head.It must
do so with unerring accuracy,
And no cassette does it more
accurately than totally new
Mernorex,
RoUer precisiOn II critical.
The new Memorex tape trans-
port system is precision engi-
neered to exacting tolerances,
, Flanged, seamless rollers guide
the tape effortlessly and exactly,
An oversize pad hugs the tape to ,
the tape head with critical pres-
sure: firm enough for precise
.alignment, gentle enough to
No Nukes
, Join for action: Student Action
Committee Against" Nuclear
Power. CaUBeth at 336-0699 ...
dramatically reduce wear.
Our unique ultra-low-friction
polyolefin wafers help precision'
molded hubs dispense and ,{ ,
gather tape silently and uniformly,
play after play, Even after l,()()()
plays.
In tact.our new
Memorex cas-
sette will always
deliver true
sound reproduc-
tion, or we'll
replace it.Free.
Of course, re-
production that true
and that enduring
owes a lot to Per-
mapass '", our extraor - \
dinary new binding ,
process, It even oweS a
little to our unique new
fumble-free storage album,
Butwhenyou record on new
Memorex, whether it's HIGH'
BIAS II, normal bias MRXI or
METAL IV, don't forget the impor-
tance of those pads and rollers,
Enjoy the music as the tape glides
unerringly across the head,
And remember: getting itthere
is half the fun, ;'
, ~;;,.~
"l':} "':'
'~."
lOW MOlE 'IIWI EVEI r~,'
,U5I: IS iT LiVE,OIlS IT ~
MENlo REX
C 100;, Memorelt Corporation. Santa Clara. california 95052; U.S.A .
. . .- ~.
,.-.
~",;,,,.~'__'Y.-''''J''''').L'-'' ., ..,~.~~.",~"~...,,?io'," ..I,.r..,..::tI.""i..'*:.~JII",.Jt;.&~_,~,,.or ..... If:'·r!t ,. .., '
'" •• ;, ',-, .-#',.--~ ..T~J'" T_'r,.~~.,..,
Making the Grade '
Re: BSU President JohitKeiser's
overturning of the Academic Greivance
Board's suspension of .Bronco football
player Rick Rebozzi, who has been charged
with having a friend take an English
competency test in his place.
Rick Rebozzi and others like him who
make mistakes and use poor judgement
, should get, second chances.' Compassion
dictates that. But· compassion doesn't
dictate that violations in the Code of
Conduct be so lightly dealt with. Although
he had his scholarship and his right to play,
football revoked this semester (he is sti!l in
school), they will both be returned to him in
'the spring.
The questions which come up are these:
would Rebozzi have beendealth with' so
leniently if he were not a football player?;
doesn't this episode lend further fuel to the I L....l"J~_
arguments of those who think BSUdefers
too readily in favor of athletics to the
detriment of academics?; and shouldn't the
academic progress of athletes be as closely
monitored as the number of pushups-they
do? , "
Although athletics are a vital and
valuable part of higher education, it would'
be a pathetic irony if Rebozzi and those
athletes in his situation were praised highly
for their exploits in the gym or on the field,
only to be unleased on an intellectually
competitive world, unable to read, write, or
think. MF.
'Y,•.....
Guest Editorial
Like It or Not. '
We're Already in Space choieel'l111' Kellogg byOn April 14, 1981, the Space shuttle
Columbia returned from its maiden flight.
The scientists and engineers were hurrahing
on one side, and on the other side there was
much clamoring about environmental
damage~ and military Use of space
technology. '
Almost without exception, all of the'
technology developed in the last 250 years
has been for the purpose of the exploration
'and development of our environment. For
approximately the last 25 years we have had
some of the finest people in the country
working to understand what is beyond the
wild blue yonder. They've told us that
we're on a big blue marble, and, like it or
, not, we were already a part of Space.
In the days of exploration by ship, the
adventurous rulers of England, France, and
Spain had the same problems as the leaders
of the United States, Russia, and China,
are having with the Space programs of
today. They couldn't afford to, yet they
couldn't afford not to. Eventually the
'entreprenuers and private enterprise made
use of the "New World".
When man stood up for the first time he
undertook a monumental change. Chang-
ing our environment now from Earth to
Space is no less of a change. Because this
change is so great, it is difficult to
understand. As humans we are afraid of
such a change unless someone else goes fir'st '
and nothing happens to them. Even then we
are still timid and not really sure of what is
happening around us.'
We are at the very same point as humans,
first standing up. The only thing we have to,
do is take the steps necessary to allow the
changes to happen. Ten years from now we
are going to look at Space as though it were
child's play. Look at the children playing
with computers today. I actually paid over
'$100 for a calculator that would figure
square root, sine, cosine, and tangent. In
today's world, you buy a calculator for
your profession.
Out country's economy -has grown
steadily and consistently when society
consumed at least what it produced. Society,
is now capable of producing more widgets'
than it can consume. Because Earth lacks
enough available resources to satisfy the
demands of all society, no real progress can
bemade without considerable damage to
!,Barth's ecology
, ,Zerognivity, zero presure,. and solar
energy, are only a few of the natural
.resources available in Space. Our failure to
develop these resources will. mean-van
.ever-tightenmg supply of 'Earth's 'limited :.
resources. Sp~ehas resources forall of~;
for thousands of years with minimal,
damage to either Space or Earth's ecology.
Without an expanding resource base, the
Earth will soon become desolate because of
war over the existing scarcity of resources:
The federal, state, and local elections, ofl
last year told our government that cutbacks
were a necessity due to economic
conditions. With this mandate, it is only,
fair that the Space exploration programs
should have to suffer also. Even though
these conditions exist, we still have what is
already developed along with the commit-
ments already made.
All of us should work together towards
using Space's natural resources - for all of
us. Solving the ecological, energy, .and
social problems of the world can be
,simplified once society realizes the potential
of Space.
, The paper "Like it or not, We're already
in Space" was written by myself last May.
The article waswritten to explain to friends
and myself that Space is something that is
, very real: I feel that this is an appropriate
"article to print before the launch of STS-2.
Space is very real and the opportunities
we develop are ours.
The Innocent Bystander
NotOur
Daughters
by 'Arthur Hoppe
"We are not going to send our daughters to do a man's job," Phyllis Schlafly vowed'
more than a year ago. '
This summer, the Supreme Court agreed. In a 6-3 decision it ruled the government may
exclude women from the draft. '
.lt was a gallant decision. The, avowed reason was that the Army has declared women
unfit for combat because they are, in general, physically inferior to men, The Army says
they are shorter, lighter, slower, weaker and many cannoteven maintain the Army's
regulation 3D-inch stride.
There is nothing particularly gallant in ruling women to be physically inferior to men.
But I don't think that's the realreason the majority of our aging congressmen, generals "
and justices agree women shouldn't take part in combat. Most young women I know are
physically capable of walking ten miles and firing a bullet into an enemy soldier.
I think the real reason is that most men feel extremely uncomfortable at the thought of a
woman killing or being killed on the battlefield. I know I do. '
•••
"No man with gumption wants a woman to fight his nation's battles," says General
Westmoreland.
There's some of that in all of us. We feel it is the duty of the man to protect the woman' '
physically. The woman's place is warming the cave, waving from the tower keep or
serving doughnuts as her man goes off to battIe. It is a conditioned sexist reaction, but a
gallant one.
Yet there ismore to it than that. Most men who have undergone the Army's basic
, training of jabbing a bayonet into a dummy while shouting "Kill! Killl Kill!" would feel
uncomfortable at the thought of a woman doing the same.
. And the vision of a woman actually jabbing a bayonet into a living human body while
shouting "Killl Killl Killl" is downright obscene. '" ,
, To commit that act: a woman would have to rid herself; at least temporarily, of
compassion, generosity and love of life. She would have to callous overa portion ofher
soul. She would have to become less of a woman, less of a human being.
And if-it is difficult to imagine a woman killing in battle, it is even more difficult "to
imagine her being killed. "It's going to be one hell of a shocker," a West Point cadet was
quoted in Newsweek some time back, "when women are shown on the six o'clock news
coming home in body bags. "" '
. Body bags. They use bags, of course, 'because what is left of the. human body is all too
often too horrible a sight to behold. That these bags should contain the bodies of women ...
This is unthinkably obscene. .. ' '
And surely most inen gallantly feel women should be protectedfrom obscenities such as
these., I know I do. ',. '~ ,
Wesley E. Corp
Pen Pals
Editor, The University News
As the announcer on KBSU's "Prison
Show" (Sundays 10:00 pm to 2:00 am). I '
get. alot of letters that are very touching.
Most refer to the fact that a large number
ofthe men at the Idaho State Correctional
Institute are from out-of-state and have no
one to write or visit them here. Days can get
'pretty long there when you have no one on
the outside who cares. Here is an example,
"Like myself and my celly, I've been down
since 1976 and I'm from Arizona. And my
celly, he's been down since 1977 and he's
from Florida. We've hid no visits of any
.kind, and we don't have any people in
Idaho." This letter came from Jerry Baxter
#15349 and Dwight Franklin #15990. Both
are in unit 8, #66 P.O. BOl!:14, Boise,Idaho
83707. Both obviously would appreciate
someone to write to and to visit them
(eventually). The list keeps growing. If you
are interested in these or other prisoners to
Write to, listen to thePrison Show every
Sunday night.
I
I
•••
So PhyllisSchlafly is right: we will not send our daughters.
We will not, under threat of prison, force our daughters to commit obscene-acts, itnperil
their souls andrisk being blown to pieces. Our congressmen, our generals and our justices
are too gallant for that, ' .' '... .
They will send our sons instead.' ..' .
Debbie Brooks
KBSU
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Cycling Maclness-
• COf/tinuedfrom_CQver
" . .
.crane their necks UPWaf9 to monitor the
rapidly changing weather conditions.
Of course there is nothing they can do
about the weather, but that is almost beside
the point. Perhaps ritualistic glances at the
sky can, by sheer force of will, coax the Sun
from behind the clouds.
The bicyclists, from the least experi-
enced to the best trained, chose to
undertake a mission of tortuous insanity on
Saturday: they would ride their bikes 16
miles -- uphill -- to the top of Bogus Basin.
.. am to cQver the race from a motorcycle.
What fun. Lori Milliken, a member of the
_News'layout staff happens to own a
Kawasaki. What a coincidence.
The Dread has gripped me once more.
My lack of knowledge about two-wheeled
vehicles is exceeded only by my fear of
_falling off them. Noo-this Is not going to go
well at all.
Born to be Wild -
Just before the race begins, the novice
and U.S. Cycling Federation riders are
quiet, stubbornly hanging onto their words.
They' are friendly but seem distracted,
either by nerves or concentration.
ir
'J""
?
'..\.•.."\-.,
\
'-~, .'
-··~"'''':---.~h
The cyclists cover the spectrum of age
and occupation, although most are male
and between the ages of Wand 35. Many of
them -- certainly-the members of the U.S.
Cycling Federation -- wear the uniform of
their sport: tight, black wool or spandex
cycling shorts, striped jerseys (some bearing
the name of George's' bicycle shop, the
home of the Boise Cycling Club), riding
gloves, and small padded helmets to protect
their heads from injury should they get into
an accident. .
Those people engrossed in the sport are
-further identified by their curious gaits.
They limp, owing to the unique design of
their cycling shoes, which resemble track
shoes with overly reinforced toes (the
shoes are clipped onto the bike's pedals to
aid the cyclist).
As I walked amongst the group. I was
seized by a recurring and powerful dread: I
did not want to cover this event.
Four days before the race, my editor
informed me that I was blessed with the
opportunity to cover the Bogus Basin Hill
Climb for the News. Well, it would be a
chance to. put a nice twist on the story --
write a story about what it feels like to cycle'
to the top of Bogus, to tackle the
behemoth.
Well, no. Editor Martin gave me a rude,
bemused look. "What? You think you're
going to bike up, Marianne?" He laughed.
For some reason, he found the idea
amusing. .. '.
Moments later, I shared his skepticism. I
realized what he recognized instantly: the
only waymy ill-trained body would pedal a
bike up 16 miles. of hill is if it were shot
from a howitzer.
Martin then fixed me with the unnerving
smile he gets when he has devised a
particularlY-hideous adventure for one of
his writers.t The Smile has been known to
dissolve writers, turning them. into
whimpering children.
Bill Ramsey, a 20-year old College of
Idaho sophomore seems somnolent sitting
on the floor of the school, his back against
a wall. He said he wasn'f concerned about
the weather.
"It (the rain) won't be a problem as long'
as it stays light," ~amsyY said with a shrug.
"The toughest part (of the race) is the
beginning, because your legs might
cramp."
As a U.S.C.F.rider, Ramse~ is an
experienced cyclist. Bogus Basin is one in a
long line of chaIlenges. He placed third in
the Aspen Independence Pass race and
second in the Reno Citizens' race.
Bogus may be one more hill, but Ramsey
doesn't pretend that it will be easy. The
drizzle has made the road wet and the
bikers cautious, and the temperature,
hovering somewhere in the 50s, is about 20
degrees below what is optimal.
Ramsey's friend, feIlow C of I student
Kim Meyers, seems a little jittery. A cycling
novice, Meyers peers out of a school
window and looks toward Bogus Basin
Road. The hill climb, he said, will be "the
toughest by far" that he's ever been ·lb.
Neil Smallwood, atU.S.t.F. cyclist who
works at George's, differed with Ramsey
over the effect of the atmospheric
conditions on the climbers.
"It's too cold. The times won't be as
fast," he said. "It's no good when the wind
switches around."
The climb begins with. great gush of
metal and flesh pouring out of the school '
area. The pack quickly settles into its pace,
the faster cyclists moving out front
immediately. Bob Hoene, who eventually
won the race with a record-breaking time;
led the group up the hill and held that lead
throughout the-race.
anxious I become. I nervously ask Lori how
fast we're going and she Pats my leg
. reassuringly. Aside from being a cautious
and skilled motorcycle rider, she intuitively
knew when I was preparing to leap from the
bike.
Halfway up the hill we spot alone
runner. Wearing light nylon running shorts
and a T-shirt, the middle-aged man gamely
powers up the hill in some sort of personal
solidarity with the cyclists. .. .
Near the finish line at thelop qf the hill,
snow - lies on the ground and the
temperature hangs in the low 20s. The wind
chill created by our slicing through the air
on the bike has deadened whatever feeling.,
Gary Evans lifts himself.off his bike seat for more power during the grueling hill climb.
The onlywipe-outs in the race occurred
when Bob Leavitt and his 17-year old son,
Bob Jr., lost control of their bikes and hit
the' pavement. The wet sand caused their
wheels to skid out from under them; Their
left arms and legs were scraped red, with
sand and gravel imbedded in the wounds.
The two got back on their bikes,
however, and went on to post impressive
finishes. Bob Leavitt placed first in the
novice division of those 40 to 49 years old,
and his son took second in the novice
group for those under 18.
Lori and I hopped on her motorcycle and
let the good times roll. Unfortunately, they
didn't roll for me righfaway. I was filled
with the mixture of fear and exhilaration
typical when one has no control over what's
going on around her.
,We pulled off the road (much to my
pleasure) so I could whip out my camera
and snap a few photos of what I thought
would be tired and disgruntled bicyclists.
They were certainly tired, but their spirits
were surprisingly high. Pedalling up the hill
with wonderfully inane smiles on their
faces, the bikers gasped and wheezed. They
were having a good time.
The motion of the cyclists might best be
described as a fluid lurch, their shoulders
jerking from side to side as they pushed
forward. There is an awkward grace in their
technique as they assume; the panther-like
, crouch, and that grace seems to exemplify
the union which can occur between rider
and machine. .
Bicyclists are physically unprepossessing.
For the most part, they arc tall and slightly
built. One might expect their legs to be as
thick as tree stumps, but they are finely
chiseled and compact. ... ,I .
When the riders hit their rhythm, their
legs pump with the precision of steel
pistons.
As we move up the hill, the air gets
• progressively colder, the road wetter. The
nastier, the weather becomes, the more
At' the Brass Lamp pizza parlor two
hours later, I struggle for some explanation
for this cycling passion, for some reason
"'"beyond the often iterated, "1I.'s a lot of '
fun". What is it with these people? What
strange -gratification can they possibly
receive from hurling their bodies up a hill in
the face of certain misery? ,
As they pour Into the Lamp, ordering
massive quantities of pizza and beer, they
regale one another with their individual
struggles on The Hill.' They speak in the I
highly technical argot common among
athletes, race car drivers, and rock
musicians. Lots of gibberish about "small
chains," "large chains," and "gearing
down." . . ;
What they say is not nearly as important .
as how they say it. The survivors of the
great ordeal are intlmatesiand -mutually
supportive, like old war buddies. It Seems
immaterial whether one finishes first or
last; these people have the sense of shared
experience, or perhaps shared survival,
and, like members of a ,group with a
common love, they have mutual respect.
Bob Hoene, who broke Rick Ball's
7-year old record with hi$56:18 finish,
speaks highly of his compatriots, "There is
. definitely a lot of comraderie among us,"
he said. "We have a lot of respect for one
another."
That cohesiveness is readily apparent as
Hoene lifts his champagne-filled victory
trophy and takes a long swig. A loud oheer
rattles the air .:His fellow cycIistsare truly
pleased with Hoene's victory; . .
The top finishers in each age category
received T-shirts, six-packs of Lowenbrau,
free pizzas, and biking gear" ....,.
. The. crowd .also.cheers Mark Ward, ,a>
IS-year old U .S.C.F. juniorwhowonin the ,"
junior category. As Ward accepts his prize, ',; ;.
smiling shyly, .the .light. catchesthe.sllver. .
braces on his teeth and you '(callie . how
young he .is to have WO,n,such .a grueling
event.' - .' Conti,,'!ed topage J3-
we still have in' our hands and face. It
occurs to us that perhaps this time those on
bicycles have it a little easier 'than we do;
they are, after all, creating a lot of body
heat and they're traveling a lot slower . We
convince each other that we should leave
the hill, and as we make our way down, we
catch a vision which epitomizes the whole
event. _
A cyclist moves toward us and we see
ihn! all he is wearing is green running sh,orts
and a pack. No sweater, no jersey; no
helmet. He presses on in the cold, as though
possessed. "Aren't you cold?, "Ishout. He
looks surprised at myrequest and he shakes
his head "no."
The Manic Gleam
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Dallas Church says she's "tired" as s';e tackles the lIi1f.
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Dark Horse Ma or:
Boise'sMaverick
Candidate
I
1
• Continued/rom cover "Each year since 1976 Boise's air quality
has improved. The number of days that
Boise's air exceeded· the EPA's carbon
monoxide standard has decreased," said
IBrannen. In response to. the air pollution
problem that currently exists, he continued,
"I will attack the carbon monoxide
problem in downtown Boise 'by putting
more buses in operation, increase. use of
eight hour parking meters, convince
businessmen to install flex hour systems to
:spread out the rush hour traffic'-' and
emphasize use of buses and carpools."
Maverick Boise Candidate, Don Brannen
in 1971 he began working at the Veteran's
Administration hospital as a housekeeper ,
then. quickly advanced to a supervisory
position.
Brannen attended classes' at Boise State
University beginning in 1975 majoring in
Environmental Health. Brannen felt that
of the courses he took at BSU the most
-influential was "Urban Environmental
Quality" which according to the 1976
course catalogue exposed him to "current"
urban environmental management
methods."
In 1977 he moved to Syracuse, New
York, employed as a general housekeeping
foreman at the Syracuse Veteran's
Administration Hospital.
Brannen retired from the VA in 1979 and
returned to Boise.
·On A Clear Day
He claims his academic and practical
work with environmental health and
industrial hygiene gives him credence to
assess-Boise's air quality controversy, a
controversy which he feels has been
over-emphasized.
He opposes the proposed mandatory
emissions control .inspection for Ada
County, regarding it as an unnecessary use
of taxpayer's money.
Wanted
1~1~1··.j.·····]
Entertainment
and
News
Writers
Interested
Students
apply at
University News .
2nd Floor of SUB
385..1464
balance it out, with not too much business:
The Swinging'Door I they may go all one way and not the------.,=--=-------- ,other."
: Such wariness is evident in his response
: toward the $1.7 million sale of the 8 block
i area to ·Winmar by the BRA. "The
I downtown property during Spring 197~was,worth $83 a square· foot. Fairview '
:~Shopping Center) frontage property was
I worth $27 a square foot. Now,I'm sure
: that property value has gone up since then.
I The Winmar Co., is getting this property
! for less than $2.00a square foot, plus a $20
I million parking garage improvement, plus
I the access roads. .
, That's being developed with federal
money. If I was a business man, I would
like to get in on $2 a square foot." Brannen
thinks the people got ripped off.
Crime and Punishment
As mayor he would initiate an open-door
policy for Bolseans, encouraging uninhi-
bited communication. He would enlist the
aid of a qualified city manager so that he,
as mayor, would not be tied down to the'
duties that keep Eardleyout of the citizen's
grasp.
Brannen claims; "I'U be more flexible
and I am going to be looking at all of the
problems of the city. I am elected by the
people, so I should be responsive to the
people. Today you have to get by
secretaries and administrative assistants
and you never get to see the mayor."
"Mayor Eardley has gotten so involved
with the Boise Redevelopment Agency
(BRA) that. this is only emphasis. His
whole direction has been tunneled to the
,BRA and it's been detrimental to the
'development of the rest of the city,"
explains the frustrated Brannen.
Another major concern to Brannen.is the
management of the Boise police force. He
is "not comfortable with (Police) Chief
Church." Brannen doesn't think that
Church has the .safety of the people in
mind, that his narrow focus on stopping
drug-related crimes has diverted too much
attention from other felonious crimes,
High speed police chases, except when in
pursuit of a felon, are also unnecessary in
Brannen's book. To him the danger
element is too risky for the policeman, the
pursued and the others' that might be
effected, pedestrians and drivers alike.
"The license number should be written
down and the registered owner of the
vehicle should be sought after."
In addition, Brannen thinks that judges
have been too lenient on drunk drivers. His
recommendation would be to raise the fines
to $500 for a first offense, $1000 for the
second, $1500, plus the suspension of the
driver's license with the third offense.
Monies collected from the fines would be
used to maintain Boise's parks and
swimming pools. Brannen would,
Continued to page 11 •
Brannen andthe BRA
As mayor, he would make an honest
attempt to work with Winmar Co., the
Seattle-based downtown developer, toward
the eventual goal of a regional shopping
district. However, if Winmardoes not
fulfill their contract Brannen would dismiss
them and begin selling the property back to
the City. Then, he would sell 7 of the 8
blocks to' the private interests. The one
remaining block would be the site of a
low-cost senior citizen high-rise paid for
with HUD monies diverted from a $20,
million allotment for a downtown parking
garage. "The first level would house small
businesses like a beauty/barber shop,
drugstore, and a smaller food outlet whose
proceeds would pay, in part, for' building
maintenance and security.
Brannen wants to see citizens, senior
citizens, and business leaders on the board;
STRRTSFRIDflY
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The Dark Horse
think having a university in a city is one of
the greatest assets in the world," he said.
• Brannen praises the Multi-Purpose-Pavi-;
lion, the entertainment opportunities it will
offer and he's enthused about the plans for
the Morrison Center for the performing
arts. "
His only criticizm is directed to BSTJ's
parking situation. "If you're going to have
a clean environment you're going to have to
pay inone way or another to help clean up
the environment. " He is referring to his
advocation of a raise in the cost of parking
permits to induce the use of mass transit,
carpooling, and to discourage single vehicle
commuters,
He would like to see an express
.shuttlebus route to run between BSTJ and
downtown. For incentive he hopes that the
cost of buying a semester's parking decal
would be raised to equal the cost of a bus
pass for an equivalent period of time.
Brannen also believes that if the
university is suffering the effects of
financial exigency that the revenues from
the increased parking fees could defray
costs. Though he realized students won't
favor the increase he feels it it valid and
necessary.
Yes, Don Brannen is a horse of a
different color, but because of this he is
noticable. He only has $1200 to spend on
his campaign, so his approach will be aimed
at direct contact with voters and drumming
up TV, radio, and newspaper coverage.
Instead of circulating commercially
designed .lawn signs he has initiated <.\
citizen's contest for the most creatively
designed sign. The stake is $100 and he
actively solicits any entries.
Don Brannen knows that the conven- I
tional odds are not in his favor. However, .
Don Brannen is not a conventional ,
. candidate and therein lies his -competitive '
edge. I-
[}:{]@~~©@~o~@ {]@@{]
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'however, de-emphasize enforcement of
victimless crime laws, though he knows that
this Willnot be a popular stand. He realizes
that he'll lose "A lot of the religious people
. in this valley on account of that stand, but
I'll be. popular with' the'. young folks,
although they usually don't register and
vote. "
Regardless of voter's he may lose on
certain issues Brannen thinks the need to
address all issues still exists. Furthermore,
he believes that if Boiseans really study the
issues and his political platform that they
wiUeventually vote 'for him.
Scaling Down. to 1%
Whether or not one agrees with Don
Brannen's stands he does come up with
unique ideas in approaching the problems
the mayoral candidates face.
Some of his most unorthodox ideasarein '
direct response to the 1 Percent c Initiative
battleground. 'First, he views the cutback
asa worthy cause; however, he thinks it has
failed due to weak leadership. Brannen
claims it didn't "get the fat."
He does not think.job cuts are necessary,
but he does opt for natural attrition with no
one rehired save police and firemen.
Next, he would create a director of
voluntary services. Brannen thinks there
are a lot. of untapped skills, talents, and
interests with many people for voluntary
jobs in such city functions as the library,
zoo, art gallery, or any routine job that
volunteers could perform.
"A combination of natural job attrition
and a voluntary work-force would lower
the amount of money the city spends,"
cited Brannen. Thiscould only occur under
the guidance of strong leadership, though,
reflects Brannen. .
Backing BSU .
The. candidate's broad scope of topics
also includes Boise State University. "I DOli Brennan, Boise Mayoral Candidate
Soturd
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ADVANCE YOUR NURSING .
CAREER IN THE NAVY.
Navy Nursing means completely
equipped medical facilities.
Adv8nce~ ~raining. S~ialiUltion
-opportunlties. Immediate supc:r·
visory responsibility. .
Plus all the benefits of being an
Officer ..Travel. Adventure. Salary
and benefits competitive to civilian
nursing.
For more information, send your
resum~to. or call:
Ra, DaUey
4696 Overland Rotd. RM 470
Bolle, lD. 8J70S
(208) 524-<304
IIAYY IIUISL .
.IrSIIOT JUS1' AJOB, IN ANADVDmIRI.
,
/ I
d)"-of
• SOUP
• SALAD \.
• SANDWICHES
• DEER
• WINE
• SODA
MondCl" • 'l'hunda,.
3'pm· to Close
.Buy one Largo !Sandwich
and g81 CI Pitcher of
Beer for only $100
i/2 Block So. of University on Broadway'
Mon-Thur 10:30 am to 10 pm .
Fri-Sat 10:30 am to 11pm
Sunday 10:30 am to 7 pm
ON BOISE AVENUE ACROSS FROM PROTEST APTS.
"SANDWICHES""DINNER"
BAR·B-QUE BEEF
TURKEY
HAM·
PASTRAMI
Lunch •
Beer......-
B~B-QCHICKEN
OR
B-B-Q RIBS
Wine •
Games--II1II
On Reg.
275
Pitchers'
1- _lRI __ .couponmust accompanYm_IIB_~III_
SAVE,SIOO
Let us make yours the
wedding of the year.
(gtJ{!~;£;al.
3018 Overland
Boise 343-2303
(formerlyTuesday's Child)
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Meet,the',
.Pretenders,
Devo, the hot.
young director
. of An American Werewolf in
London, Animal House, and The
Blues Brothers. Talk with 1V's
finest - Hill & Renko from NBC's
new hit, Hillstreet Blues .:Laugh .
with former Saturday Night Livii
comedians; Franken & Davis ..Discover
great bargains in Ampersand's brand new National
Classified Section. Don't miss special offers from Time/Life and free
samples from Chaps ™ cologne, .;'f ~.~,:
And that's not all ...
Ampersand brings you a special eight page feature section, Around
the-Campus, from the editors of Modern Photography. This how-to
guide to photography covers everything from buying a camera and
perfecting your exposures to use of trick filters and camera care
and maintenance.
Look for it all in Ampersand, distributed in the next issue of your col-
lege newspaper. .
ltnpersand The national music, arts & .
entertainment magazine, Distributed exclusively in
college newspapers.
Paul J. is the Voice of the Broncos.
Casey"s i$ the Ears of the Broncos.
Sit ,back by Q big cozy fir. and listen
to the next Btonco victory while you
enjoy 25c Drafts
dutingthe away game_
PRESENTS
r"1n"" .... ,..,
It1.b
BSU
INTRAMURAL
CORNER I I
Startin Date
October2B
Coed' Flag'Football October 14 October 19
3 on 3 Basketball Tournam.ent
Men· and Women October 14 October 19
October 21Cross Country Meet October 24
Hen'. Baoketball occobor 21 . October 26
Women's Volleyball October 21 October 2B
October 21,Hen's Volleyball
, Sign up in the Intrlllllural/Campua Recreati~n O(fice II0211-GyD\) •
• The IM Officr) ia also sponaoring a Water Polo Clinic!
When,. October ·24 1-5,OOpn ,
For Whom, Anyope interested in learning how to play:
What, Techniquea, strategic a and rules will be taught
by top calibre Water Poloplayera (from the BOlo" area) ,
HONEY.HONEY.HONEYHONEY!::: ::' . Need .some? . The IM ~fr1ci(/f~"
looking for Officials for Baaketball -and Volleyball.. If you areriiitei"ated
. in lIl8l<ing a few extra "buckll". call the IH/ClIlIlpus .aee 'office at 3B5~1l31.
Collegiate: Athletics:
Boon or Boondoggle
by Sally Thomas
This. the third installment of a four part
series of articles by former ASBSU
President and UniversityArbiter Editor
Sally Thomasfurther examines intercolleg-
iate athletics and reviews 'someof the
arguments in support of its role within the
university setting.
c America's colleges and universities are
regarded by many to be essentially
socializing agencies which prepare stu-
dents for entry- into adult life. Within this
notion lies the claim that intercollegiate
athletics develops ideals of sportsmanship,
Of .loyalty .to a cause, and of. team.play
for players and spectators alike. Partici-
pants also learn .achievement, collective
obedience, and the exertion of power as
they become integrated into a cohesive
social unit. In a society that delays
entrance of its children into maturity until
late teens or early twenties, sports forms
an elongated bridge across childhood and
adolescence into adulthood for American
males. Moreover, there is a positive
relationship between-spectators and par-
ticipants with adolescent. fans exhibiting
such consequences as a stronger identifi-
cation with other facets of a school's
program, less deviancy in their social'
behavior in or out of school, and better
school grades.
College sports provide an opportunity
for lower class men to rise in the social
stata: sports have enabled boys from the
lower economic classes to complete
college educations and have given them an
opportunity for earning upper-middle
incomes. For students in the collegiate
subculture whose values and activities
focus on social life and' extracurricular
activities, intercollegiate athletics provide
positive identification With their colleges.
Economics play an important part in
intercollegiate athletics. At the University
of Southern Califomil\.· for example, the
net profit from football alone supports
all other .athletlc programs. In 1961-62, an
'estimated' $65 million in gross revenues
found. its way into college coffers from
football. Alumni donate money to their
alma maters if they can be proud of its
accomplishments, and they often judge '
those accomplishments through the per-
formance of the school's football team.
Between the sixty-one member College
Football Association' and the one-hundred
and thirty-nine member National College
Athletic Association and the three major
television networks, contracts' for approx-
imately $200 million have' been negotiated
for the next four years. Winning teams
draw the community together behind the
college which fields them, with the
resulting good will paying off in the form
of donations from community leaders in
the forms of time or 'money or
opportunities for the schools and their
students.
The benefits accrued to the colleges
include national reputation among pro-
spective students and with graduate
schools or employers. The inference is
that registration increases will follow a
winning season or that all students'
diplomas' carry an intrinsic value based
upon the positive image of the school.
Sports, then provide socialization
opportunites to the individual participants
and to the spectators. They also
contribute positively to institutions of
higher education on an economic basis.
And they have become major sources of
entertainment drawing the college and the
community together.
Next week Ms. Thomas concludes this
four-part series with' recommendations
about the conjugation of academia and
athletics in the realm of higher education.
/lreull:"l'/1."
John Rade and Curt Hecker were two reasons why Boise State did so well against
Northern Arizona University.
• Continuedfrom page 7
I
U.S.C.F. rider Larry Boch, who finished
12th with a time 1:06.22, praised young
Ward, saying, "He beat me. We were
riding along together and then he just left
me.
"The whole time he was talking about
how tired he was, how he was dying, then
he pulled away from me," Boch said with a'
laugh,
A hill climber at a nearby table drains the
last of his dark beer and says of the race,
"It was a kick."
There is something very unsettling about
all of this. These people differ in obvious,
and subtle ways. Yet there is something all
of them share, something instantly
recognizable. Then I spot The Look in the
. cyclist's face. That damn strange look I've
seen emanating from these people all day
long.
They have a severely manic gleam in their
eyes. This-no doubt accounts for the good
humor they exhibited at the peak' of their
exhaustion while they pumped up the hill.
A contagion has infected them and they
are anxious to contaminate as may people
as possible. They love this sport and, they
want others to love it too.
I I
The Criterium, a series of inner city
races, took place the following day and had
the advantage of more hospitable weather.
The chilly dark day which greeted the Hill
Climb was gone, and in its place. was the
kind of sunny; 72-degree climate which
bicyclists love. ..
U.S.C;F.<memQe):$:gather around the
Ada CountyCouhh,ol1se before a round of
elitnlnatfon' heats ,begin .and mood is less,
animated, but rmore relaxed thanthe day .
before. Although the bikers were pleased •
with the turnou(fof the climb, the event
the grueling race the day before because he
had a poor showing in the race and was sent
to the consolation round. Hoene avenged
his loss in the consolation round, however,
running away with a victory.
Hoene admits that' fast-corner' racing
isn't his strongest suit. "Larry Richter isn't
very good on climbs and I'm not very quick
in the city," Hoene said. "Down here (on
the streets), he wipes me out."
Richter won the second heat with
commanding speed.
The most entertaining part of the day
was the relay race. Seven three-man teams
and one-three-woman team staked out
sections of the street curb to use as pitstops.
The lead racer pulled out, biked a couple
laps and pulled into his team's slot .. The
hitch? He had to transfer the front wheel
from his bike to the frame of the second
racer's bike. Then the second group of
riders followed suit, then the third. Up for
grabs: a much needed twelve-pack of
Ranier beer. The suds were claimed by Jack
Hagey, Kelly Kitchens, and Al Decker.
The final race placed the fastest U.S.C.F.
racers against one another; The result was a.
break-neck 25-lap run around two Boise
The Criterium seems more festive, more city blocks. The winner was Ron Wagner of
like entertainment. The conditions are, Portland. The bikers lashed around the
certainly better suited fer spectators 'and comers like one huge whip-cord, at times
wen-wishers. coming perilously close to each other.
Threegr,.oups will race that day, The contest created a cycling excitement
culminating in a 13-man, 25-lap race. not unlike the concluding race in the movie
The first of the groups pits six racers BreakingA way (a film near and dear to the
together in a five-lap race. C of I biker Bill hearts of bicycle enthusiasts). " '
Ramsey (who came in sixth in the Hill ' Bruce Hibbs of George's blames Boise's
Climb) is in this ,round. Two of the riders view of cycling" as "primitive" for the
will be eliminated and ~ent to the sport's nearly invisible profile in the sports
consolation round, the rest going to the pages of the city. The sport has been.almost
final race. 'Ramsey comes in fourth, exclusively European, but Hibbs thinks
. surviving the' first round and earning increased media exposure will, make
himself a berth in the final race; , Americans aware of the romance of spoked
In the following heat, only one racer wheels. .
would be eliminated. That racer was Larry N; Iwatch the racers careen around the
, Boch •. " comers of Bo~e'sstreets, I find myself
,The next heatf:eaturCd Hill.Climb winner" ..taken.witbthe; spe¢and grace of this .
Bo1?Hoene. He ~bviously spent ~selfin enchanting sport.' ,
itself was not merely. an exercise in
unmitigated joy -- it was sheer, muscle-
splitting labor.
At the same moment I envision myself
crossing the finish line, one of the racers
hits a parking meter post and flies over the
curb. A bell-clear ring fills the air as his
bike crashes into the post. He momentarily
clutches his leg and his head' as several
spectators and watching racers rush to his
aid. ,
He gets up, dazed but apparently
unharmed. '
Twenty minutes before this accident
happens, Hoene is telling me that.biking is •
no more dangerous than any other sport,!
no more dangerous than football,
Jo 11 Wa 'dellshaves a corner during the'
Criterium. ' . " '
Well, that seems harli to .believe. They
must be, crazed.Charming,but insane.
Hoene takes his bike out in . the street,
poised to win his ~onsoIation race: H~:and
the rest of tile -racers sit crouched'ou their ,
'bikes at the' startiDg line; arideacKone; to ,..
the man, has The LOok. .' "
----.-,-"'--. ---.-:-:
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There were two errors in the
'original Boise Primer.
The first error was listing
':lSf:,' 's Beer Depot in the
i· lVe'rn catagory twice, when
.' .;" .ond listing should be The
,,~;e,·tEdge Inn. The News
apologizes for any inconvenience
the error may have caused.
The second error, although
taken by many readers as a joke,
was not done so intentionally. The
News wasn't publicizing relief for
ice cream attacks when the'
'leading for ice cream parlors was
inadvertently left off, making
them fall under the preceeding
heading of "Emergency
Services". The News apologizes
for any confusion these errors
might have caused.
Next week we'll cover select late
'light eateries for that
spontaneous binge of after-hours
repast. ....
Bike Shops
On into fall speeds super-bike,
from blustery September days
to cold October nights rides the
reliably autonomous two-wheeler. '
Available in many brands, sizes,
price ranges, and colors your
faithful steed can be procured or
repaired at anyone of the ten
bicycle shops Boise prides itself
with. The following guide will set
you on your way:
Bicycle Warehouse, Store #2
6815 Fairview Ave 377-2091,
Store #4 3826 W. State 343-7272.
Open lOam-6pm Mon.-Thurs.,
lOam-7pm Fri.,9am~5pm Sun.
Brands: Miyata, Lotus, Windsor,
SR, Mikado. Three and ten-speed
bikes range from $150-$1,300.
Used bikes sold. Foreign parts
stocked. Tune-ups cost $12, flats
arefixed for $5.59 (includes labor
and new tube.)
Bikes & Things, 1517Y2 N 13th
336-4796. Open IOam-6pm
Tues.-Fri., 9am-5pm Sat.
Brands: Sekai and Maruishi,
from single.to fifteen speeds.
Prices from $139.95 upward.
Used bikes sold. Some foreign
parts stocked.' Bike rentals are $2
an hour or $12 a day.
Bob's Bike Shops 3707
Overland Rd. 345-1482, 620 Vista
Ave 342-3881. Open 9am-6pm
Mon.-Fri., 9am-5pm Sat.
Brands: Centurion, KHS. Three
and ten-speed bikes sold. Prices
range from $149 upward. Used
bikes sold. Foreign parts stocked.
Tune-ups are $12.95 on up, flats
are fixed from $2.
Boise Cyclery, 3131 Chinden
Blvd. 344-0171. Open
8:30am75:30pm Mon.-Fri.,
9am~5pni Sat. Schwinn is earried.
Full range of single to fifteen '
'speeds sold. Prices from $169 to
$549. Used bikes sold. Foreign
parts stocked, any make repaired.
Tune-ups are $16.95, flats fixed'
for $2-$5..
Capitol Schwinn Cyclery, 1214
Front 336-4551. Open
lOam-5:30pm Mon.-Sat. Brands:
Schwinn, Peugeot, Gios,
Guerciotti, Mongoose,and CPX.
Full range of single to
fifteen-speeds. Prices from
$159.95-$2750. Used bikes sold.
Foreign parts stocked. Tune-ups
are $16.95, flats fixed for $1-$8.
The Cycle Works, 602 N.
Orchard 343-4184. Open
9am-6pm Mon.-Fri.,'9am-5pm
Sat. Brands: Raleigh, UniVega,
Motobecane. From single to
fifteen-speeds. Prices range from
$139.95-$1,300. Used bikes sold.,
, Foreign partsstocked, Tune-ups
are $15., flats are fixed for $4.
George's Lightweight Cycles,
1119 Broadway 343-3782. Open
12 noon-6pm Morr-Fri.,
Ham-Spm Sat. Brands:
Austro-Daimler, Peugeot,
Colnago, and custom specialty
frames. Ten and twelve-speed
touring and recreational bicycles.
Prices range from $230 upward.
Used racing bikes sold
occasionally. Estimates given for
tune-ups or .over-hauls, flats fixed
for $2.50 with wheel, $4.50 with
entire bike ..
, -Ken's Bicycle WarehOuse,
10400Overland 376-9240. Open
10am-6pm Mon.-Sat. Brands:
Miyata and Panasonlc. Full range
from single to fifteen-speeds.
Prices range from $120 upward.
Used bikes sold. Foreign parts
'stocked. Tune-ups from $12,
overhaul for $24.95, tires patched
for $3.50. _' .
Marler's Cyclery, 1504\12 Vista
Ave 342-0511. Open 9am-5pm
Mon-Fri., 9amto noon Sat.
Brands: Takara, Nishlki, and
Motobecane ten-speeds. Prices
range from $150-$400 .. Used
bikes sold on occasion. Foreign
parts stocked. Tune-ups are $15"
flats patched for $2.50-$3.00.
Open Air Sports, 6899
Overland 342-7738. Open
lOam-6pm Mon.-FrL lOam-5pm
Sat. Brands: Bianchi, Trek and
Takara. Three to fifteen-speeds
sold. Prices range from'
$170-$2,395. Foreign parts
stocked. Basic tune-up is $19.95,
complete overhaul is $49.95.
Flats fixed for $3.00 to $15.00.
Ed's BIke Repair, 119 E. 41st
342-4240. Full range repair shop,
tune-ups depend on the particular
job, flats aren't fixed, but tubes
.are sold for do-it-yourself jobs.
• ' •• ' • ...... r '. t' .. \. - •• ~ .- • •
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"POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT"
General Manager, KBSU FMpostlon available Immediately.
I
DUTIES:(1)be responsible for the dally operation of the radio station:
(2)function as personnel manager of radio station staff:
(3)ap'provebudget expenditures with approval of the Student Senate:
(4)submlt monthly annual budget.
(5)The Station Manager is held legally responslblewlth the license, Boise State
University; by the FCCfor any vIolations of FCCrules and regulations; consequently the
general manager is;
(6)responslble for developing, Implementing, and administering FCCrules and
regulations as they apply to KBSU.
, Q.UAUnCATIONS:Radlo experience, ability to organize a staff and execute above,
dutles; "mayor maynot be student .. ,
Salary Range: Mlnlmum$500~
, .
APPUCAnON DEADUNE:Appllcatlons must be received by 9 a.m. Oct. 16, 1981.
Transmit letter of application and resume to:
Dr. EdMcLuskle,Chalrman
Broadcast Board
c/o Dept. of Communications, BSU
,Boise, Idaho 83725
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News Writers
,Wanted
Interested
Students
apply at II
University News
2nd Floor()f SUB
385..1464
I•I
II
Phoebe&- the Pigeon People by Jay Lynch & Gary Whitney'
'--~' ~. ::~,,~,'~.,.. ~
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Punch
C 11111PunctI PubIJ, Lid. Dl!ll.A. Tlmes Synd.
"Actually, I'm a dromedary, too-the other one's
. silicone....· .
i.~~~i .-
~;;;;;;;;;~;;;;:;:;;~= If\
C tll61 PundI PItls. Lid. Disl LA. TImosS}'nd.
"He said they're working on a scheme to charge a
fee for self-service."
I I 'U '[ IDon't
make
Q
move
'TIl you buy
your University News
uossified· Ad!
They're onlyl10 cents per word, per issue,
end.you can run it today!. Justbring .. ' .
yourself and yourad--ond your 10cents
per word-by the SUB Infom1Qtion ..
Center, any weekday 8 to4:JO. RIIout a
dossifiedod sheet, and we'll place
your ad in.the nex week'sUnJverslty.News.
l3esureto hurry, though·.-Deodlinefor
€lOch Wednesday's issue is 12 noon
'fW;Xdatbef9fe publication.
Last week: Scoop and Vishnu Bubu arrive
at Baba Yogi's ashram, looking for Bud
Rowdy.
CCRRAAASSHHI KABOOOMMMI
The Baba, Vishnu Bubu, and I were
sitting in the 'big B. 's office when we heard
a noisy collision followed by a muffled
explosion. Immediately we heard swearing
and shouting and the sounds of a crowd in
pursuit.
A little Punjab with a funny name and a
stutter came running in. "B-B-Babal
Bab-b-ba!", he shrieked. "The incense'
factory is on f-f-fire!" Through the
window we could see that the little beggar
was telling the' truth .': Thick smoke was
pouring out of the stucco shed where the
Baba's followers manufactured his famous
Bombay Boy incense. And sitting with its'
nose lodged three feet through die wall was
Ahmed's Pontiac. Ahmed, however, was
nowhere to be seen.
Vishnu Bubu and the Baba went running
out to see the calamity. The incense factory
provides a pretty good income for the Baba
and was not to be lost without a fight. Holy
men know their priorities.
I lagged behind, hoping to take
advantage of the Baba's absence to do a
little investigative-type work. Call me an
opportunist maybe, but we all know how
many times Opportunity knocks, right?
I started going through the drawers of
the Baba's desk, not really knowing what I
was looking for but hopingI'd recognize it
when I found it. I did.
Written on a piece of stationary from the
Calcutta Cabins Motel, I found what
seemed to be some kind of coded message.
In green pen, someone had scrawled: "The.
little boy has a ton for Mabuti. lOOK.Love,
Uncle Bud." Attached to this note was a
business card that simply. read: "Ben
Goo-Imports/Exports." At the bottom was
a Telex number. I slipped the note and the
card into my pocket just as the Baba came
running into the room. "Holyshitl", he
screamed. I thanked him for the blessing.
"I'm going to kill that driver of yours!"
Baba settled down long enough to tell me'
what had happened. It seems that Ahmed,
the perennial entrepreneur that he-was, had
been giving rides around the compound to
the little beggar children for two rupees a
hit. Just past the water tower, he swerved
to miss several of the Baba's flamingos and
smashed instead into the factory shed. He
also managed to knock down a power 'pole
(which started theexplosion),and push the
Pontiac's fan through the radl,ator. .
1 tried to recall whether I'd ever seen an
auto parts store in Rhatbash. ! hadn't.
Meanwhile, outside; a posse had been
formed to go after Ahmed. I decided to do
a little of my own searching. Evening Was
setting in and I didn't want our only driver
to be stuck out after dusk when they
released the guard dogs.
Armed with machetes and lU1 Indian
Army surplus flashlight, Yish and I started
out into the jungle underbrush.
Next week: Getting out. of Rhatbash the
hard ~)' and Vishnu. Bubu has trouble
with the authorities.
Classifieds
I will pay a reward for return of my blue sid sweater
lost in the Ada lounge on Sept. 17-.The sweater has
. much Sentimental value. Call David at <!65.()539
(Nampa). No questions asked ..
Parkina Problems? Storage? Locked garage for rent
1/2 block froni'SUB. $25.a month. '3a.w319 or Mr.
McCormick at 345-4346.
Areyoutlred of renting? Consider purclluhig lilY.
mobilehomelPerfect for student. 'Washer.~ ..
Fridgt-llll1II/XOOler. Build eq!'ity Instead of saving.
rent.recelpts, I'll carry contract forresponsibte penon.
Call Manny 3-5 p.m, weekdays or after 10 p.m,344-:.6836> . . . .' .
Furnlshedapt. for rein. Siudio apt. one block from
BSU. 1006' Oakland. ·.5155.00. utilities .., Included.,
3ll4-O31~ or Mr. McCormick34S,~346..' .... . ....•
" : '. 1 ~ ~' .', '~," >- t _,' . ':. . ~ ". - "" _: . -:', .., .
. LOOkins for Kooci hODie for ~. ~ltCnil· 3~6'68i9 •.
Get
out the
lemon
and
.salt
and
get
your
Body
.·into
Tecate.
Tecate
IMPORTEO
BEER
FROM
MEXICO.
. Brewed & Packaged by:
CERVECERIA CUAUHTEMOC, S.A.,
Monterrey, N.l., Mexico.
Western U.S. Importers:
W1SOQM IMPORT SALES COMPANY tNC ..
. .' Irvine, G.1liforn1a92714
~.. -.<" ·f ........ ,,~ .,
1,- ....l •.",'IN .",
LONDON, ENGLAND·
AVIGNON, FRANCE
I COLOGNE, GERMANYlitLl Study-Travel-
,\ Home stays
Studies Abroad Office
LA 2,12
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60's Sock Hop
Every Saturday and Tuesday
Night Rock to the tunes of
the ,60's ,
.8:00 till 11:00
Shoes Optional
JOHN MORRELL DIDN'T
BECOME A TRAINEE AmI COLLEGE.
. HE BECAME A MANAGER.
i"""""-- .,= -;t._ ~ ,yourbSCI\l,'Oye3r5ofROfC.1£you want it job after collegethat offen real challenge and real~~t~~~~RCircJohnMo~dl
And begin your future a$ an
offICer
"As Executive Officer of the
Armv's Defense language Institute at
t..tonlerey, California. I'm rci~ms.ihle
lilT the hou~lng. feeding and well-
:'lft~~~~~;t:n~~~I~~1~~-"
budget of over a million and a hal(
dollars. And I'm accountable /i.)rfive
million dollars worth o( property
"On top o( nunaging rrw.mey,
~~d::~r;~t:~t~~~~ ;~:.
y~~ I:b:~:~~h~re::~h~5i~
and management trainingIreceived
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TAKE OFF ON A·
CAREER ASA NAVY PIlOT.
'M
Be part of the, Navy ayia tion team - a .Navy pilot. As a Navy pilot,
you'll fly some of the most sophisticated aircraft in the world. You'll gain
early responsibility thanks to advanced technical training. And you'll
have the chance for world wide travel, .
QUALIFICATIONS:MinimumBA/BS degree (summer graduates
may inquire). Applicants must pass aptitude and physical examinations
and qualify for security.clearance, U.S. citizenship required. "
BENEFITS: Excellent package includes 30 days' earnedannual
vacation. Medical/dental/low cost life insurancecoverage and other'
tax-free incentives. Dependents' benefits available. Promotion
programs included.
PROCEDURE: Send resume to, or call: Naval 'ManagementPrograms;
4696 Overland Road, RM470 '
Boise, ID83705 '
(208) 334·1495
